
 

BEFORE THE VIDYUT OMBUDSMAN 
   Andhra Pradesh & Telangana 

:: Present :: 

C. Ramakrishna 

Date: 08-12-2014 

Appeal No. 50 of 2014 

 

Between 

Joint Commissioner & Executive Officer,  Sri Veera Venkata Satyanarayana 

Swamy Vari Devasthanam, Annavaram, East Godavari District 

... Appellant 

And 

1. The DE/Operation/APEPDCL/Jaggampeta (P) & Mandal/East Godavari 

District -  

2. The SAO/Operation/APEPDCL/Rajahmundry/East Godavari District - 533 

101 

3. The SE/O/AEPDCL/Ullithota Street/Rajahmundry/East Godavari District - 

533 101 

4. The CGM/O&CS/APEPDCL/Corporate Office/Visakhapatnam -530 013 

… Respondents 

 

The above appeal filed on 21-08-2014 has come up for final hearing            

before the Vidyut Ombudsman on 04-12-2014 at Rajahmundry. The appellant,          

as well as respondents 1 & 2 above were present. Having considered the             

appeal, the written and oral submissions made by the appellants and the            

respondents, the Vidyut Ombudsman passed the following:  
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AWARD 

 

2. The appeal arose out of the complaint of the consumer about           

re-categorization of the service connection and also raising short billing          

demand. The appellant unsuccessfully contested the issue before the CGRF          

and hence the appeal. 

 

3. The appellant stated in his appeal that they are having a contracted             

load of 600 kVA; and that a demand of Rs. 1,36,83,168/-, for the period 2008               

to 2013, was raised on them saying that the category of their connection does              

not belong to HT VI but HT II. The appellant contended that the classification              

is incorrect on various grounds. The appellant’s grievance is that the           

Devasthanam being a dharmic centre devoted to the Service of Lord           

Satyanarayana Swamy and the devotees, cannot be treated like any other           

ordinary commercial or industrial premises; that the service connection is          

being utilized by them for residential quarters and township of Devasthanam           

and as such it has to be categorized under Category VI; that as per B.P.Ms.               

No. 62 (Operation & Commercial) dtd: 28-12-1998, no limit of 10% was            

prescribed on the connected load for water supply, sewerage, streetlighting,          

non-domestic or commercial purpose to categorize a service as belonging to           

HT VI; that the various activities being carried out / allowed therein            

sometimes by collecting user charges and most of the time free of cost are              

not done with a profit motive but are for the benefit of the pilgrims; that the                

Devasthanam had decided to entrust the various activities to private agencies           

instead of appointing staff directly to avoid labour problems and maintain           

quality; that in relying on its internal audit to re-categorize them, the DISCOM             
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had ignored the Devasthanam’s residential and AG audits while raising the           

demand for Rs. 1,36,83,168/-; that as per the standing orders u/s 56(2) of the              

Indian Electricity Act, 2003 the DISCOM cannot go back beyond a period of             

two years; that the DISCOM has been charging them from July, 2013 under HT              

II and the Devasthanam has been paying the same under threat of            

disconnection; that the DISCOM had failed to properly advise the          

Devasthanam about the tariff provisions and has gone beyond the permitted 6            

months in levying the short billing charges; that the DISCOM had not served             

any notice of re-categorization before raising the demand; that the          

re-categorization of their service based on audit objections is not          

maintainable; that none of the higher officials of the DISCOM who visited the             

premises for the blessing of God had never raised the issue of categorization             

and the DISCOM now suddenly raising the issue is unreasonable; that the            

inspection report of the inspection made by the DPE wing in April 2014 was              

not made available to them in spite of demanding for the same; that the              

CGRF had made available the gist of the DPE wing’s inspection report; that             

the Devasthanam also is equally responsible and answerable to their higher           

authorities for the sudden change in categorization; and that Lord Narasimha           

Swamy Temple, Yadagirigutta is still being billed under HT VI and that as             

terms and conditions of supply have to be uniform across all DISCOMs,            

categorizing them under HT II is unjust. 

 

4. The respondents filed their written submission stating that the HT          

service to the appellant Devasthanam was released on 30-11-1964 with a           

contracted demand of 600 kVA; that the wrong categorization of the           

appellant as belonging to HT VI was noticed during the audit of their             

Corporate Office; that consequent to the audit, the respondent DE had issued            
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a notice of recategorization duly following the procedure prescribed as per           

clause 3.4.1 of the GTCS; that the DPE wing also had noticed the wrong              

categorization and observed that the consumer has exceeded the limits in           

percentage utilization of connected load for the purpose of water supply,           

sewerage and street lights; and that finally the category of the service was             

changed from HT VI to HT II w.e.f the July, 2013. The respondents further              

submitted that the CGRF also had rejected the complaint of the appellant in             

so far as the short billing issue is concerned.  

 

5. During the course of the hearing, the appellant and the respondents           

reiterated and confirmed what they stated in writing. The respondents          

further stated that only the re-categorization issue is finalized and the           

consumer’s category has been changed to HT II duly following the procedure            

laid down in GTCS. The relevant record has been observed by this authority             

during the course of the hearing and it is found that the respondents have              

followed the due process by issuing a notice for change of category and             

obtaining the appellant’s objections before finalizing the category change.         

Hence, this authority does not find anything wrong with the procedure           

adopted by the respondents for changing the category of the consumer. The            

respondents submitted that the back billing issue is not yet finalized and is             

only at an intermediate stage and that the same would be finalized in             

accordance with the rules.  

 

6. On a perusal of the rival submissions, the issues that need to be             

determined in this appeal are: 

a. Whether or not the re-categorization of the appellant        

Devasthanam is correct and is done in accordance with the          
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rules. 

b. Whether or not the appellant Devasthanam is liable for back          

billing from 2008 onwards.  

c. Whether or not the CGRF’s order is liable to be set aside. 

 

7. The appellant was served with a notice dated 29-06-2013 for changing           

the category from HT Category VI to HT Category II. To this, the appellant              

also filed an objection dated 02-08-2013. Duly considering the reply, the           

appellant’s category was changed to HT II and the appellant was being served             

bills under HT II for the consumption of July, 2013 onwards. Whether or not              

the issue of notice arose out of an audit objection or an inspection by the DPE                

wing is irrelevant. What all is needed is the following of proper procedure             

before raising current demands under HT II. It is found that this is done in               

this case and hence the recategorization is done properly and correctly.           

Hence the first issue is answered in favour of the respondents.  

  

8. Coming to the second issue, the respondent DE submitted during the           

hearing that the back billing issue is not yet finalized at their end and that it                

would be finalized duly taking the extant rule position into consideration. In            

view of the submissions made by the respondens it is felt that it would suffice               

to say that they have to follow the relevant rule position as existing at the               

time of issue of their notice for changing the category of the consumer from              

HT VI to HT II to demand back billing amounts. In other words, since it is a                 

mere question of re-categorization of the consumer, and the respondent DE           

had issued a notice therefor on 29-06-2013, the back billing period cannot go             

beyond a period 6 months prior to June, 2013. Keeping this in view, the              

respondents can go ahead and finalize the back billing amount that can be             
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collected from the appellant Devasthanam. The second issue is thus          

answered accordingly.  

 

9. Some of the contentions that are raised by the appellant in his appeal             

need to be dealt with at this stage. The appellant’s contention that the             

Devasthanam being a dharmic centre, is being operated without a profit           

motive and hence it cannot be treated like any other ordinary commercial or             

industrial premises, cannot be accepted. Profit motive is not a determining           

factor for categorizing a consumer. The nature and type of activity that is             

carried out there is. Admittedly, the Devasthanam’s premises is being used           

by all sorts of vendors who carry out petty to small trading and supply              

activities. The very nature of a spiritual place like the Devasthanam’s is not             

amenable to be classified under a township or residential colony. For a            

consumer to be eligible for Category VI, the consumer has to be a cooperative              

group housing society or an HT consumer having an employee’s colony that is             

contiguous to the main premises where the HT supply is being availed from.             

In the second case there is a further qualification that the supply shall be              

basically for domestic purpose and that the supply used for common purposes            

in the residential area like street lighting and water supply, shall not go             

beyond the limit of 10% of the total connected load. Let us take a look at                

Category VI as defined by the Hon’ble Commission in its tariff order: 
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10. Admittedly, the kind of activities that are carried out in the           

Devasthanam’s premises are far varied and diverse and are not restricted to            

residential areas of their employees. Category II is a residual entry inasmuch            

as a consumer not falling elsewhere in Categories I and III to VII automatically              

fall under this category.  This is where the Devasthanam exactly belongs.  

 

11. The appellant was also contending that B.P. Ms. No. 62 dated:           

28-12-1998 was not mentioning any limit of 10% being referred to in the HT VI               

categorization. The appellant should know by now very well that the           
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erstwhile Board’s orders cannot be in force as long as they run counter to              

what is laid down by the Hon’ble Commission in its tariff orders. The             

Electricity Act, 2003 gives exclusive power to the Commission to classify the            

consumers in its tariff orders and that’s what the Hon’ble Commission has            

been doing over the years since its coming into being.  

 

12. The appellant’s stress on the absence of a profit motive also does not             

go well with this authority. It is not the profit motive that determines the              

category of a consumer. It is the nature of activity of the consumer that              

determines the category and nothing else. How the Devasthanam organizes          

its affairs does not give any leverage to it for being classified as a consumer               

of electricity. Hence, whether it employs its own employees or some private            

persons to render / offer the services that are required in a spiritual place              

like the Devasthanam is of no relevance for determining the category of the             

consumer.  

 

13. The contention of the appellant that it also is being subject to various             

types of audit and that the DISCOM has ignored this aspect while            

re-categorizing it also does not hold water. That the DISCOM acted only after             

an audit party pointed out the mistake is itself a sad reflection on the part of                

the working of the DISCOM. If the Devasthanam also finds itself at the             

receiving end of its audit party, that doesn’t come to its aid in being              

classified as belonging to HT VI or prevent it from being classified as HT II.  

 

14. The appellant’s contention that no notice has been served for          

re-categorizing is found to be not borne by record. It is not for the various               

higher officials of the DISCOM to observe or advise the appellant about its             
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service connection when they are there on their personal visit. In so far as              

the grievance of the appellant that the inspection report of the DPE wing is              

not made available to them even after specifically asking for it is concerned,             

it is found to be not much relevant as the recategorization notice is served              

without any reference to the DPE wing’s findings. However, the DISCOM shall            

make it a habit to serve copies of inspection reports on the consumers             

whenever they make inspections. The respondent’s reliance on the DPE wing           

is only an afterthought on the part of the respondents and that too a belated               

and unnecessary one at that. The appellant cannot get any relief merely            

because the DPE wing had not served a copy of its report to the appellant.               

The appellant’s contention that the Yadagirigutta Devasthanam is still being          

continued under HT VI is of no relevance here. It is time that the officials of                

the TSSPDCL also wake up and if it is correct, they have to take necessary               

action to re-categorize it under HT II. Something that is followed incorrectly            

elsewhere cannot be a precedent for the respondent DISCOM here.  

 

15. The appellant’s submission that it has been paying charges under HT II            

under threat of disconnection is found to be without merit. The DISCOM has             

followed the due process and has accordingly started demanding HT II charges            

from the appellant from July, 2013. There is nothing wrong with this. The             

Devasthanam has to pay HT II charges accordingly.  

 

16. The appellant’s harping on section 56(2) of the Electricity Act, 2003           

for opposing the demand of back billing for the period 2008-09 onwards is             

well taken. In any case, in view of the respondents admitting in the hearing              

that the back billing issue is not yet finalized and will be finalized only with               

reference to the extant rules should give the appellant the required comfort.            
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To make things clear, this authority also stresses that the rule position as             

existing at the time of re-categorization notice does not allow the DISCOM to             

back bill the appellant for a period that is more than six months prior to               

June, 2013. The DISCOM shall raise the back billing charges keeping this in             

mind. 

 

17. Let us now turn to the CGRF’s order. The CGRF had not gone into the               

issue in detail with the kind of rigour that is expected of it. Merely              

confirming the appellant’s liability for payment of the back billing amount for            

period which is beyond a period of six months prior to the issue of              

re-categorization notice is not correct. It ought to have gone deeper into the             

issue before issuing its order. Therefore, the order issued by the CGRF is             

liable to be set aside.  Hence this issue is answered against the respondents. 

 

18. Therefore, it is hereby ordered that: 

● the re-categorization of the appellant from HT VI to HT II is held             

correct and valid; 

● the back billing of the appellant under HT II shall be limited to a              

period that is not more than 6 months prior to June, 2013; and  

● the CGRF’s order is set aside as it is not in accordance with law. 

 

19. The respondents shall finalize the back billing issue within 15 days           

from the date of receipt of this order and report compliance within 15 days              

from thereafter. 

 

20. This order is corrected and signed on this 8th day of December, 2014. 
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21. A digitally signed copy of this order is made available at           

www.vidyutombudsman.ap.gov.in.  

 
 
 
 

VIDYUT OMBUDSMAN 

 

To 

1. Joint Commissioner & Executive Officer,  Sri Veera Venkata 

Satyanarayana Swamy Vari Devasthanam, Annavaram, East Godavari 

District - 531 162 

2. The Divisional Engineer, Operation, APEPDCL, Operation Division, 33/11        

kV Sub-station, Jaggampeta Post & Mandal, East Godavari District - 533           

435 

3. The Senior Accounts Officer, Operation Circle, APEPDCL, Ullithota        

Street, Near Godavari Bund, Rajahmundry, East Godavari District - 533          

101 

4. The Superintending Engineer, Operation, APEPDCL, Ullithota Street,       

Near Godavari Bund, Rajahmundry, East Godavari District- 533 101 

5. The Chief General Manager, O&CS, APEPDCL, Corporate Office,        

Seethammadhara, Visakhapatnam -530 013  

 

Copy to: 

6. The Chairman, C.G.R.F., APEPDCL, P & T Colony, Seethammadhara,         

Near Gurudwara Junction, Visakhapatnam - 530 013 

7. The Secretary, APERC, 11-4-660, 4th Floor, Singareni Bhavan, Red Hills,          

Hyderabad - 500 004 
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